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FICTION

FIre and Blood HB
George R. R. Martin
9780008307738 €27.99 ____
Harper Collins
Set 300 years before the events in A
Song of Ice and Fire, Fire and Blood is
the deﬁnitive history of the Targaryens
in Westeros as told by Archmaester
Gyldayn, and chronicles the conquest
that united the Seven Kingdoms under
Targaryen rule through the Dance of
the Dragons: the Targaryen civil war
that nearly ended their dynasty forever.

Skin Deep PB
Liz Nugent
9780241979730 €8.99 ____
Hamish Hamilton

*By Royal Appointment TPB
A. O’Connor
9781781998281 €14.99 ____
Poolbeg

The arrival of a visitor from her distant
past shocks Cordelia. She reacts violently
to the intrusion and ﬂees her ﬂat to spend
a drunken night at a glittering party. As
dawn breaks she stumbles home through
the back streets. Even before she opens
her door she can hear the ﬂies buzzing.
She did not expect the corpse inside to
start decomposing quite so quickly . . .

Moon Sister TPB
Lucinda Riley
9781509840106 €15.99 ____
Macmillan
From the Scottish Highlands and Spain,
to South America and New York, Tiggy
follows the trail back to her own exotic
but complex past. And under the
watchful eye of a gifted gypsy bruja
she begins to embrace her own talent
for healing.The Moon Sister follows
The Seven Sisters, The Storm Sister,
The Shadow Sister and The Pearl Sister.

Long Road to Mercy TPB
David Baldacci
9781509874347 €15.99 ____
Macmillan

*Travelling in a Strange Land PB
David Park
9781408892756 €9.99 _____
Bloomsbury

The Fallen PB
David Baldacci
9781509874293 €8.99 _____
Macmillan

*The Stolen Girls PB
Patricia Gibney
9780751572193 €9.30 ____
Warner

Long Road to Mercy is the ﬁrst novel in
the Atlee Pine series by bestselling
author David Baldacci.

Travelling in a Strange Land is a work of
exquisite loss and transformative grace.
It is a novel about fathers and sons,
grief, memory, family and love; about
the gulfs that lie between us and those
we love, and the wrong turns that we
take on our way to ﬁnd them.

Amos Decker, David Baldacci's unique
special agent with the gift of a
remarkable memory, returns in The
Fallen. With the body count rising,
Decker and Jamison dig deep to
uncover a sinister truth in Baronville,
which could be the canary in the
coalmine for the rest of the country.

One Monday morning, the body of a
young pregnant woman is found. The
same day, a mother and her son visit
the house of Detective Lottie Parker,
begging for help to ﬁnd a lost friend.
Could this be the same girl?
The Stolen Girls is a gripping and
page-turning thriller that will leave
you breathless. Perfect for fans of
Karin Slaughter, Tess Gerritsen and
Helen Fields.

Woman in the Window PB
A.J. Finn
9780008234188 €9.99 ____
Harper Collins

Past Tense (Jack Reacher 23)
Lee Child
9780593078204 €15.99 ____
Bantam

THE NUMBER ONE NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER

The most hotly anticipated thriller
of 2018 follows our hero Jack
Reacher on a quest into his father's
past, and climaxes in the most
stomach-clenching,
hair-raising,blood-curling
ticking-time- bomb of an adventure
yet.

Your Closest Friend PB
Karen Perry
9781405936651 €8.99 ____
Penguin BBC
One hot, humid night in London, Cara is
caught up in a wave of terror and chaos.
Until a hand reaches out - and a
stranger pulls her to safety. Taking
refuge with her unlikely rescuer, Cara
shares more of herself with Amy than
she ever has with anyone, including her
husband. But after the hours of
darkness are over, she can't remember
exactly what secrets she revealed.

Beauchamp Hall TPB
Danielle Steel
9781509877683 €15.50 ____
Macmillan
Winona Farmington can't help but feel
that life is passing her by, in backwater
Michigan town. She hates her job, her
boyfriend won't commit. But she
escapes the dreariness of everyday life
with her favourite TV show,
Beauchamp Hall, an English period
drama. Then Winona decides it’s time
for her own adventure and travels to
the very English town where her
favourite show is ﬁlmed!

OVER 2 MILLION COPIES SOLD!
NOW AVAILABLE IN PAPERBACK.

FICTION

Untitled
Anonymous
9781529123739 €14.50 ____
Ebury

Target (Alex Cross 26)
James Patterson
9781780895185 €15.50 ____
Cornerstone

One Day in December
Josie Silver
9780241982273 €8.99 ____
Hamish Hamilton

The First Lady
James Patterson
9781780899787 €15.50 ____
Cornerstone

The stakes have never been higher for
Alex Cross as his courage, his training and
his capacity for battle are stretched to
their limits in the most important case of
his life.

Following Laurie, Sarah and Jack
through ten years of love, heartbreak
and friendship, ONE DAY IN DECEMBER
is an uplifting, heart-warming and immensely moving love story that you'll
want to escape into forever, for fans of
Jojo Moyes, Lucy Diamond and
Nicholas Sparks.

A President's aﬀair to remember
soon becomes a nightmare he wishes
he could forget in James Patterson's
gripping new stand-alone thriller. The
First Lady is missing. Did she run
away? Or is she in more danger than
they could have imagined...

No Turning Back
Sam Blake
9781785760815 €8.99 ____
Bonnier

Master of His Fate
Barbara Taylor Bradford
9780008242411 €15.99 ____
Harper Collins

FOR FANS OF PERSONS UNKNOWN
AND ANGELA MARSONS, NO
TURNING BACK IS A GRIPPING READ
THAT HAS ENOUGH TWISTS AND
TURNS TO KEEP READERS GUESSING
UNTIL THE VERY END.

The gripping, epic new historical family
saga from the author of A Woman of
Substance.

A casual comment.
There's a killer among us.
That's all it takes.
She stabbed little Robbie Harris.
To change a life She's living under a new name.
For ever.
She's reformed. So they say . . .
Joanna is going to regret the day she
ever said a word.

A sequel to the number one
bestselling Year One, this breathtaking
novel of love, war, family and magic is
a gripping and deeply satisfying
continuation of an extraordinary new
trilogy.

Winter Solstice
Elin Hilderbrand
9781473676534 €9.99 ____
Hodder

Past Perfect
Danielle Steel
9781509800377 €8.99 ____
Macmillan

Edgar and Lucy
Victor Lodato
9781786698131 €10.70 ____
Head of Zeus

*Brilliant Void
Jack Fennell
9781999700850 €15.00 ____
Tramp Press

A celebration of everything we love and some of the things we endure about the holidays, WINTER
SOLSTICE is Elin Hilderbrand at her
festive best.

Past Perfect is a magical story of an
unexpected friendship spanning a
century, from the world's favourite
storyteller, Danielle Steel.

Edgar and Lucy is a thrilling adventure
and an unlikely love story, combining a
wonderfully rendered family epic with a
desperate search for a little boy who's
lost.

A selection of classic Irish Science
Fiction stories.

The Rumour
Lesley Kara
9781787631007 €14.99 ____
Bantam

Of Blood and Bone
Nora Roberts
9780349414980 €14.99 ____
Abacus

FICTION

The Forbidden Door
Dean Koontz
9780008291495 €14.50 ____
Harper Collins

You Don’t Own Me
Mary Higgins Clark
9781471167645 €15.50 ____
S&S

Hazards of Time Travel
Joyce Carol Oates
9780008295455
€14.50_____
Harper Collins

Fox 8
George Saunders
9781526606488 €11.50 ____
Bloomsbury

The No.1 New York Times bestseller
and master of suspense Dean Koontz
returns with the new Jane Hawk
blockbuster.Rogue FBI agent Jane
Hawk is on the trail of the members of
a murderous organization who drove
her husband - and scores of other ﬁne
individuals - to commit suicide for no
explicable reason.

The extraordinary new novel from the
grande dame of suspense, Mary Higgins
Clark, and Alafair Burke.
The novels of Mary Higgins Clark are perfect for fans of Sabine Durant, Shari
Lapena and everyone who loves a good
mystery...

Arresting and visionary, Hazards of
Time Travel is an exquisitely wrought
love story, a novel of harrowing
discovery - and an oblique but powerful
response to our current political
climate.

An enchanting and darkly comic fable of
human greed and nature, from the Man
Booker Prize-winning author of Lincoln
in the Bardo, exquisitely illustrated by
Chelsea Cardinal

The House Swap
Rebecca Fleet
9781784163440 €9.30 ____
Transworld

Her Mother’s Daughter
Alice Fitzgerald
9781760630652 €8.99 ____
Atlantic

Christmas Lights
Karen Swan
9781509838080 €8.99 ____
Macmillan

The Nightingale Film Tie-In
Kristin Hannah
9781509898411 €9.99 ____
Macmillan

This heart-stopping thriller is now
out in paperback.

Set across two decades in London and
Ireland, Her Mother's Daughter sees the
lives of a troubled and emotionally
abusive mother and her innocent
ten-year-old daughter change forever
after one summer holiday.

The mountains keep secrets - Signy
knows this better than anyone - and as
Bo's life begins to spiral she is forced, like
the old woman before her, to question
who is friend and who is foe.
Set on the scenic fjords of Norway, The
Christmas Lights by bestselling author
Karen Swan is a moving Christmas tale of
love and heartbreak.

Vivid and exquisite in its illumination
of a time and place that was ﬁlled
with atrocities, but also humanity
and strength, Kristin Hannah's The
Nightingale will provoke thought and
discussion that will have readers
talking long after they ﬁnish reading.

Eve
Paul Wm Young
9781471151224
S&S

€9.80 ____

Eve is a bold, unprecedented
exploration of the Creation narrative,
true to the original texts and centuries
of scholarship-yet with breathtaking
discoveries that challenge traditional
misconceptions about who we are and
how we're made.
The Shack shattered our limited
perceptions about God. Eve will
destroy harmful misconceptions about
ourselves.

Missing Pieces of Sophie McCarthy
BM Carroll
9780718186715 €8.99 ____
Michael Joseph

The Dakota Winters
Tom Barbash
9781471128394 €15.50 ____
S&S

December Stories 1
Ian Sansom
9781999882235 €12.99 ____
No Alibis Press

When two strangers, Sophie and Aidan,
are brought together in a devastating
incident, Sophie's life is left in ruins. Her
family wants to see Aidan pay for what
he did.
The Missing Pieces of Sophie McCarthy
is a gripping, impossible-to-put-down
exploration of betrayal and revenge.

By turns hilarious and poignant, The
Dakota Winters is a family drama, a
page-turning social novel, and a tale of a
critical moment in the history of New
York City in the year leading up to John
Lennon's assassination.

The mix of emotions - anticipation,
frustration, heartfelt despair, joyful
ecstasy and uncertainty - associated
with the Christmas period is laid bare
in Ian Sansom's latest collection of
short stories.

Fiction

The Crooked Staircase
Dean Koontz
9780008291518 €9.99 ____
Harper Collins
The No.1 New York Times bestseller
and master of suspense Dean Koontz
returns with a blockbuster new thriller
featuring rogue FBI agent Jane Hawk.

The Girl in the Woods
Camilla Lackberg
9780007518401 €9.99 _____
Harper Collins
Patrik Hedstrom and Erica Falck, Book 10.
No. 1 international bestseller and
Swedish crime sensation Camilla Lackberg’s new psychological thriller featuring
Detective Patrik Hedström and Erica Falck
– irresistible for fans of Stieg Larsson and
Jo Nesbo.

Kill the Angel
Sandrone Dazieri
9781471165559 €9.50 ____
S&S

Skyward
Brandon Sanderson
9781473217867 €17.50 ____
Gollancz

The second novel from the
acclaimed author of Kill the Father,
which was a Sunday Times top ten
bestseller and a Richard & Judy
Bookclub 2017 pick, this thriller is
multi-layered, complex, full of twists
and turns and satisfyingly dark –
one of those novels you just have to
read late into the night.

Spensa's world has been under attack for
hundreds of years. An alien race called
the Krell leads onslaught after onslaught
from the sky in a never-ending campaign
to destroy humankind. Humanity's only
defense is to take to their ships and ﬁght
the enemy in the skies. Pilots have become the heroes of what's left of the
human race.

Christmas Magic
Cathy Kelly
9780008322199 €8.99 ____
Harper Collins

The End of the End of the Earth
Jonathan Franzen
9780008299231 €15.99 ____
Harper Collins

A festive collection of short stories
by No. 1 bestseller, Cathy Kelly. The
perfect stocking ﬁller!

A sharp and provocative new essay
collection from the award-winning
author of Freedom and The Corrections

Private Princess (Private 14)
James Patterson
9781787460706 €8.99 ____
Random

Ghost
James Swallow
9781785763779 €8.99 ____
Bonnier

When the head of the world’s foremost From the Sunday Times bestselling auinvestigation agency is invited to meet
thor of NOMAD and EXILE comes Marc
Princess Caroline, third in line to the
Dane's most terrifying case yet.
British throne, he boards his Gulfstream
jet and ﬂies straight to London. The
Princess needs Morgan’s skills, and his
discretion. Sophie Edwards, a close
friend of the royal, has gone missing. She
must be found before the media become
aware of it.

Evening in Paradise
Lucia Berlin
9781509882298 €15.99 ____
Macmillan
Ranging from Texas, to Chile, to New
Mexico and New York, in this collection
Berlin writes about the good, the bad
and everything in between: struggling
young mothers, husbands who pack
their bags and leave in the middle of the
night, wives looking back at their ﬁrst
marriage from the distance of their
second . . . Evening in Paradise is a
careful selection from Lucia Berlin's
remaining stories – a jewel box
follow-up for her hungry fans.

Pulse
Michael Harvey
9781408895351 €15.50 ____
Bloomsbury
Daniel Fitzsimmons seems like an ordinary American teenager. He loves his
brother, his friends, his school work. But
Daniel has powers. Powers that he does
not understand, and is not sure he can
control.
Stranger Things meets The Departed. A
hugely original thriller, with ﬁlm rights
already snapped up by New Line Cinema.

The Root of Evil
Hakan Nesser
9781509809387 €15.50 ____
Macmillan
'Godfather of Swedish Crime' (Metro),
Hakan Nesser, is back with the second
installment in the Inspector Barbarotti
series, The Root of Evil.

Every Colour of You
Amelia Mandeville
9780751571707 €14.99 ____
Warner
What happens when someone who
lives every day to the full meets someone who can only see reasons to stop
living . . .?
Full of big emotions and heartwrenchingly relatable characters,
Every Colour of You is an unforgettable
story, and perfect for anyone who's
ever felt a little bit broken.

FICTION

Pale Horse Riding
Chris Petit
9781471148477 €10.70 ____
S&S

The Little Snake
A.L. Kennedy
9781786893864 €11.90 ____
Canongate

Cicada
Shaun Tan
9781444946208 €17.50 ____
Hodder

Frieda
Annabel Abbs
9781473691209 €14.99 ____
Hodder

From the author of the highly
acclaimed The Butchers of Berlin
comes a devastating, haunting and
brilliant follow up. . .

From one of Britain's most gifted and
celebrated writers, The Little Snake is a
magical and deeply moving fable about
the journey we all take through life, about
love and family, about war and resilience,
about how we live in this world, and how
we leave it.

A stunning new picture book for anyone
who has ever felt unappreciated, from
Academy Award winner Shaun Tan.
This is Shaun Tan's ﬁrst authorillustrator book in ﬁve years, and his
most important and moving fable since
The Arrival.

This wonderful historical novel tells
the extraordinary story of Frieda von
Richthofen, wife of D. H. Lawrence
and the real-life inspiration for Lady
Chatterley's Lover.

The Quality Street Girls
Penny Thorpe
9780008307769 €14.50 ____
Harper Collins

The Christmas Sisters
Sarah Morgan
9781848457171 €8.99 ____
Mira

The ABC Murders
Agatha Christy
9780008308209 €9.99 ____
Harper Collins

Les Miserables: TV Tie-In
Victor Hugo
9781785944000 €9.30 ____
BBC

Inspired by the true story of the
Quality Street factory and its loyal
workers, this is a nostalgic and
compelling novel and the perfect
Christmas treat.

Join Sarah Morgan this Christmas and
treat yourself to this feel-good festive
read about mothers and daughters,
romance and drama, and Christmastime in Scotland!

John Malkovich stars as Hercule
Poirot in Agatha Christie's ingenious
serial-killer thriller, newly adapted for
BBC Television in 2018 by the awardwinning team behind And Then There
Were None, Witness for the
Prosecution and Ordeal by Innocence.

Accompanying a 6-part series on BBC
One from the makers of War and
Peace, and starring Dominic West,
Lily Collins, David Oyelowo and Olivia
Coleman, this edition of Les
Miserables also has a foreword from
screenwriter Andrew Davies (War
and Peace, Pride and Prejudice).

The Kinship of Secrets
Eugenia Kim
9781526602848 €15.50 ____
Bloomsbury
The riveting story of two sisters, one
raised in the United States, the other
in South Korea, and the family that
bound them together even as the
Korean War kept them apart.

The Survivors
Kate Furnivall
9781471172304 €9.50 ____
S&S
Germany, 1945. Klara Janowska and
her daughter Alicja have walked for
weeks to get to Graufeld Displaced
Persons camp. In the cramped, dirty,
dangerous conditions they, along with
3,200 others, are the lucky ones. They
have survived and will do anything to
ﬁnd a way back home.

Shadows in Heaven
Nadine Dorries
9781786697516 €9.50 ____
Head of Zeus
This is the ﬁrst in a new sequence of
novels with a brilliant cast of characters and a story that will lead to Liverpool in Mary Kate and back to Ireland
in The Seven Acres.

A Very Murderous Christmas
Cecily Gayford
9781788161015 €9.55 ____
Proﬁle
Following Murder on Christmas Eve
and Murder under the Christmas Tree,
this is the perfect accompaniment to a
mince pie and a roaring ﬁre. Just make
sure you're really, truly alone ...

Fiction

Shadow Man
Alan Drew
9781786493330 €8.99 ____
Atlantic
An explosive serial killer thriller perfect for readers of Lee Child, Karin
Slaughter and Michael Connolly.

The Listeners
Anthony J. Quinn
9781786696076 €17.80 ____
Head of Zeus
Detective Carla Herron is leading the
investigation into the savage murder of
a respected psychotherapist whose
decapitated head has been found in a
forest clearing.
The crime scene is devoid of any leads
but a patient at the nearby Deepwell
psychiatric hospital has declared
responsibility for the deed in an vividly
detailed confession - even though his
claim is demonstrably impossible.

Diﬀerent Drummer
William Melvin Kelley
9781787478039 €9.99 ____
Quercus
A lost masterpiece republished for
2018, A Diﬀerent Drummer is for
readers who have been waiting for
the next rediscovered classic.

Top Dog
Jens Lapidus
9781786491794 €8.99 ____
Atlantic
For decades, a secret network in Stockholm
has been exploiting young girls. As oddly
paired duo Teddy and Emelie investigate,
the terrifying noose tightens. The police
force has established a special team to ﬁnd
out just who's involved in the network, but
can't seem to get close enough. And who is
it that's trying to silence Teddy and Emelie,
using any means necessary?

Dark Water
Robert Bryndza
9780751571301 €9.30 ____
Warner
When Detective Erika Foster receives a
tip oﬀ that key evidence for a major
narcotics case was stashed in a disused
quarry on the outskirts of London, she
orders for it to be searched. The drugs
are recovered but so is the skeleton of
a young child. The remains are quickly
identiﬁed as 11-year-old Jessica
Collins. The missing girl who made
headline news when she vanished 26
years ago

The French Girl
Lexie Elliott
9781786495563 €8.99 ____
Atlantic

The Long Shadow
Celia Fremlin
9780571348107 €9.99 ____
Faber & Faber

It was meant to be the perfect holiday
for six British gradates. But then she
arrived, lithe and tanned, by the pool
one hot afternoon. Severine - the girl
next door. As her beauty captivates each
of them, tensions begin to boil over, and
years of jealousy and longing rise to the
surface. And then she disappears.

Jolted from sleep by the ringing of
the telephone, Imogen stumbles
through the dark, empty house to
answer it. At ﬁrst, she can't quite
understand the man on the other
end of the line. Surely he can't
honestly be accusing her of killing her
husband, Ivor, who died in a car crash
barely two months ago.

Someone Like Me
M. R. Carey
9780356509471 €16.50 ____
Orbit

Christmas on Emmerdale Farm
Pamela Bell
9781409185932 €14.99 ____
Orion

From the author of the million-copy
bestselling The Girl With All the Gifts
comes an extraordinary new
psychological thriller with a twist you
won't see coming . . .

Christmas At Emmerdale is the ﬁrst in
a sweeping new saga series, exploring
the lives of Emmerdale's much-loved
families during the run up to the
Great War.
A wonderful Christmas gift for fans of
ITV's Emmerdale and readers who
love heartwarming and heartbreaking
stories set in wartime.

And So It Begins
Rachel Abbott
9781472254900 €14.99 ____
Headline

Sea of Greed
Clive Cussler
9780241349564 €16.65 ____
Hamish Hamilton

Tom Clancy’s Oath of Oﬃce
Marc Cameron
9780718189327 €17.50 ____
Michael Joseph

Where does murder begin? When the
knife is raised to strike, or before, at the
ﬁrst thought of violence? As the
accused stands trial, the jury is forced to
consider - is there ever a proper
defence for murder?

With hired killers on his trail, can Kurt
Austin locate a submarine that's
remained hidden for more than ﬁfty
years? And even if he can, can the
biological terror that's been unleashed
be stopped?

The latest thriller in Tom Clancy's
internationally bestselling Jack
Ryan series - inspiration for the
forthcoming Amazon Prime
television series.

Fiction

Inaugural Meeting of the Fairviale...
Sophie Green
9780751570403 €9.30 ____
Warner
In 1978, in Australia's vast and remote
Northern Territory, a group of ﬁve very
diﬀerent women are searching for a way
to connect.
Meeting as the Fairvale Ladies Book Club,
these women come together to bond
over their favourite stories - and to share
a few of their own. In doing so they will
form friendships able to overcome
incredible distances, weather all seasons
and last a lifetime.

Chicago
David Mamet
9780062797209 €12.50 ____
Harper Collins
A big-shouldered, big-trouble thriller
set in mobbed-up 1920s Chicago-a city
where some people knew too much,
and where everyone should have
known better-by the Oscar-nominated
screenwriter of The Untouchables and
Pulitzer Prize-winning playwright of
Glengarry Glen Ross.

Typhoon Fury
Clive Cussler
9781405927710 €9.55 ____
Penguin BBC
The crew are in the wild Philippines
and a secret threatens to end the
world, in the ALL NEW rip-roaring
Oregon Files novel, from THE
Adventure King himself, Clive Cussler.

The Adults
Caroline Hulse
9781409178316 €9.30 ____
Orion
Claire and Matt are divorced but decide
what's best for their daughter is to have a
'normal' family Christmas with them all
together. Together the ﬁve (or six?) of
them grit their teeth over Organized Fun
activities, drinking too much, oversharing
classiﬁed secrets about their pasts and,
before they know it, their holiday is a
powder keg that ends - where this story
starts - with a call to the police...

Christmas Days
Jeanette Winterson
9781784709020 €13.10 ____
Vintage
For years Jeanette Winterson has
written a new story at Christmas time
and here she brings together twelve of
her brilliantly imaginative, funny, and
bold tales, along with twelve delicious
recipes for the twelve days of
Christmas.

Five Days of Fog
Anna Freeman
9780297872009 €16.50 ____
Weidenfeld

Villanelle
Luke Jennings
9781473676572 €16.50 ____
Hodder

Following the last days of a crumbling f
emale gang in post-war London, this is a
story of family, of love, of ﬁnding your
way, and of deciphering a route through
the greyest areas of morality

The basis for KILLING EVE, now a
major BBC TV series, starring Sandra
Oh and written by Phoebe WallerBridge.
Codename Villanelle, the ﬁrst of the
Killing Eve series, is out now!

The Craftsman
Sharon Bolton
9781409174134 €9.30 ____
Orion
Florence Lovelady's career was made
when she convicted coﬃn-maker Larry
Grassbrook of a series of child murders 30
years ago. Like something from our worst
nightmares, the victims were buried, but
while they were still alive.
Larry confessed the crimes; it was an
open and shut case. But now he's dead,
and events from the past start to repeat
themselves. Did she get it wrong all those
years ago? Or is there something much
darker at play?

Soldiers Curse
Meg and Tom Keneally
9781786073822 €10.70 ____
Oneworld

Killing State
Judith O’Reilly
9781788548915 €8.99 ____
Head of Zeus

A fast-paced, witty and gripping historical
crime opener to The Monsarrat Series
from Tom Keneally and his eldest
daughter Meg.

Michael North, assassin and spy-forhire, is very good at killing bad guys. But
what happens when his shadowy
bosses at the dark heart of the British
government order him to kill a good
woman instead?

Capture or Kill
Tom Marcus
9781509863594 €9.55 ____
Macmillan
Capture or Kill is the ﬁrst in Tom
Marcus's breathtaking series
featuring tortured MI5 operative
Matt Logan.

Don’t Make a Sound
David Jackson
9781785763908 €8.99 ____
Bonnier
Meet the Bensons. They're an ordinary
couple. They wash their car, mow their
lawn and pass the time of day with
their neighbours. And they have a
beautiful little girl called Daisy.
There's just one problem.
SHE'S NOT THEIRS.

Fiction

Tiamat’s Wrath
S A James Corey
9780356510347 €17.50 ____
Orbit
The action-packed eighth book in the
New York Times bestselling Expanse
series
NOW A MAJOR TV SERIES FROM
NETFLIX

NON FICTION

Becoming HB
Michelle Obama
9780241334140 €27.99 ____
Hamish Hamilton

*Season of Sundays 2018 HB
9781905468362
€24.95 ______
Sportsﬁle

An intimate, powerful, and inspiring
memoir by the former First Lady of the
Sportsﬁle release their annual collection
United States. With unerring honesty and of images chronicling the GAA season.
lively wit, she describes her triumphs and
her disappointments, both public and
private, telling her full story as she has
lived it. Warm, wise, and revelatory,
Becoming is the deeply personal
reckoning of a woman of soul and
substance who has steadily deﬁed
expectations.

*George Best: A Memoir TPB
Michael Parkinson
9781473675759 €15.99 ____
Hodder
There have been many books written
about George, but here, Michael
Parkinson combines his professional
and personal knowledge of George
with his classic and much loved writing
style to produce a new, and interesting
biography of a football and cultural
icon.

*Say Nothing: A True Story of Murder... HB
Patrick Radden Keefe
9780008159252 €21.99 ____
Bantam

Let Her Fly TPB
Ziauddin Yousafzai
9780753552971 € 15.99 ______
Virgin Publishing

Say Nothing deftly weaves the stories of
Jean McConville and her family with
those of Dolours Price, the ﬁrst woman to
join the IRA as a front-line soldier, who
bombed the Old Bailey when she was
barely out of her teens; Gerry Adams,
who helped bring an end to the ﬁghting,
but denied his own IRA past; Brendan
Hughes, a fearsome IRA commander who
turned on Adams after the peace process
and broke the IRA's code of silence; and
other indelible ﬁgures.

Let Her Fly is Ziauddin’s journey from a
stammering boy growing up in a tiny
village high in the mountains of
Pakistan, through to being an activist for
equality and the father of the youngest
ever recipient of the Nobel Peace Prize,
and now one of the most inﬂuential and
inspiring young women on the planet.

Learn and master the dishes made in
the famous caﬀ on Southend pier by
Jamie and his star-studded guests.
From Party-time Mexican tacos with
zingy salsa and sticky BBQ British ribs,
to Steak & Stilton pie and the Ultimate
veggie lasagne made with smoky
aubergine, we're talking about
big-hitting, crowd-pleasing recipes that
everyone will love.

*Thanks Penneys PB
Valerie Loftus
9781781176221 €9.99 ____
Mercier Press

*On the Seventh Day HB
John Greene
9781781176528 €24.99 ____
Mercier Press

Nano Nagle: The Life and the Legacy HB
Deirdre Raftery
978 1788550574 €29.99 _______
Merrion (IAP)
The ﬁrst biographical study of Nano
Nagle, the foundress of the
Presentation order of nuns, that
positions her within Irish social history,
and assesses her vast international
legacy. Nano Nagle: The Life and the
Education Legacy draws on archival
materials from three continents,
providing a compelling account of how
one woman's extraordinary life
challenged social constraints and
championed social justice and equality.

Thanks, Penneys is a love letter to an
Irish institution, hilariously exploring
our complicated relationship with the
shop - from the chaos of the changing
rooms to the questionable delights of
the lingerie section and beyond.
Contains over 100 illustrations that are
sure to raise a few giggles.

Jamie’s Firday Night Feast PB
Jamie Oliver
9780241371442 €21.99 ____
Hamish Hamilton

In this ﬁrst of its kind collection, Sunday
Independent sports editor John Greene
presents a diverse range of articles from
the sports desk over the last thirty years
which will resonate in the minds of any
Irish sports fan. Featured writers include
Eamon Dunphy, Joe Brolly, Brendan
Fanning, Anthony Cronin, Cliona Foley,
Eamonn Sweeney and Mick Doyle,
covering GAA, football, rugby, golf,
athletics, horse racing and boxing.

*Rory’s Stories Guide to Being Irish PB
Rory O’Connor
9780717183401 €12.99 ____
Gill
Based on the hugely successful Rory’s
Stories Facebook page, The Rory’s
Stories Guide to Being Irish is a laughout-loud guide to the most important
things about being Irish.

*Mind Body Soul Journal PB
Andrea Hayes
9780717183470 €16.99 ____
Gill
This timeless journal creates a space
for introspection and self-discovery
that will help you regain a renewed
sense of freedom and fulﬁlment as
you follow the twelve-step strategy.
Beautifully illustrated, with notes
pages for monthly journaling, this
transformative journal is an
indispensable companion if you want
to live a more focused, positive life.

*Unbowed PB
Billy Hedderman
9781781175934 €16.99 ____
Mercier Press
Billy Hedderman was body boarding on
the Sunshine Coast, Australia on New
Year's Eve 2014, when a wave dumped
him into the sand. He broke his neck,
back and suﬀered immediate spinal
cord damage, paralysing him from the
neck down. Unbowed: A Soldier's
Journey Back from Paralysis is the story
of a dramatic recovery from diagnosed
quadriplegia to a level of functionality
rarely seen.

NON FICTION

Archive of Magic HB
Signe Bergstrom
9780008204655 €34.99 ______
Harper Collins
Go behind the scenes of J. K.
Rowling’s magical universe of
creatures and wizards in this exciting
full-colour companion volume to
Fantastic Beasts: The Crimes of
Grindelwald. A tribute to moviemaking
magic, it is an essential for every
Wizarding World fan, aspiring concept
artists and designers, and cinema buﬀs.

The Stress Solution PB
Dr Rangan Chatterjee
9780241317945 €17.99
Hamish Hamilton

____

In The Stress Solution, Dr Rangan (a
practicing GP) oﬀers simple and
achievable interventions to help you
re-set your life, oﬀering simple tools
for how to cope with modern-life.
Packed with personal accounts and
patient cases, this book will become
your blueprint on how to live stressfree in the modern world.

Acid for the Children
Flea
9781472230829 €17.50
Headline

______

He was on the streets by 14 and soon
after, met another social outcast and drug
user named Anthony Kiedis. They formed
a band that would become the Red Hot
Chili Peppers.

Story of Brexit
Hazeley & Morris
9780241386569 €8.99 ______
Hamish Hamilton
A HILARIOUS, BRAND NEW BOOK IN
THE PHENOMENAL LADYBIRDS FOR
GROWN UPS SERIES FOR AUTUMN
2018

Veggie Lean in 15
Joe Wicks
9781509856152 €16.99
Macmillan

____

The ﬁrst veggie cookbook from the
nation's favourite healthy cook and
ﬁtness sensation, Joe Wicks aka The
Body Coach.

ACID FOR THE CHILDREN is pure, uncut
Flea, with nothing left unsaid.

Fire and Fury PB
Michael Wolﬀ
9780349143422 €9.99 ____
Abacus
Now available in paperback.
With extraordinary access to the Trump
White House, Michael Wolﬀ tells the inside story of the most controversial
presidency of our time.

The Power of Small PB
Aisling Curtin
9781473666993 €16.50 ______
Hodder

The Crimes of Grindlewald
JK Rowling
9781408711705 €17.99 ____
Little Brown

Mixing personal anecdotes and
story-telling with the latest
psychological research, the authors
reveal how changing the small things
is a key to a much richer, fuller and
more meaningful life, that really
counts.

This second original screenplay from
J.K. Rowling, illustrated with stunning
line art from MinaLima, expands on
earlier events that helped shaped the
wizarding world, with some surprising nods to the Harry Potter stories
that will delight fans of both the
books and ﬁlms.

Notes on a Nervous Planet PB
Matt Haig
9781786892690 €9.99 ____
Canongate

How to Be Human PB
Ruby Wax
9780241294758 €9.99 ____
Hamish Hamilton

Looking at sleep, news, social media,
addiction, work and play, Matt Haig
invites us to feel calmer, happier and
to question the habits of the digital
age. This book might even change the
way you spend your precious time on
earth.

How to be Human is the only manual you need to help you upgrade
your mind as much as you've upgraded your iphone.
Now available in paperback.

Courage Calls to Courage Everywhere
Jeanette Winterson
9781786896216 €9.55 ____
Canongate
A century on from the ﬁrst votes for
women in the UK, award-winning author
Jeanette Winterson asks what we still
stand to learn from the Suﬀragettes.
Examining recent women's rights
movements, the worlds of politics and
technology, social media and changes in
the law, Winterson celebrates how far we
have come, but demands that we do
more. There is still so far to go, so much
courage we still need to ﬁnd.

*Heroic Failure
Fintan O’Toole
9781789540987
Head of Zeus

€20.99 _____

Fintan O'Toole's ruthless dissection
of the psychology and politics of
Brexit is a stirring call to preserve
democratic values and rational
thought.

NON FICTION

*Battle of the Four Courts
Michael Fewer
9781788546645 €21.99 ____
Head of Zeus
The Irish Civil War began at around four
o'clock in the morning on June 28, 1922.
An 18-pounder artillery piece
commanded by soldiers loyal to Michael
Collins and the new Irish government
began to ﬁre on the thick granite walls
of the Four Courts - a beautiful
eighteenth-century complex of buildings
that housed Ireland's highest legal
tribunals.

*Beautiful Thoughts for Beautiful
Minds
John Scally
9781782189022 €14.99 ____
Columba
Featuring a unique mix of inspirational
fables and parables; heart-warming
original stories and true-life stories which
are guaranteed to lift the spirits. Filled
with hope and happiness;
wisdom and wit; inspiration and insight,
it gives hints at the answers to life s
crucial questions. It will nourish the most
wearied soul and oﬀer opportunities for
self-reﬂection and moments of healing as
well as giving new perspectives.

Gene Eating
Dr Giles Yeo
9781841882918
Seven Dials

€17.50 ____

Giles Yeo is a geneticist with over 20
years' experience dedicated to
researching obesity and the brain
control of food intake. He obtained his
PhD from the University of Cambridge
and assisted the pioneering research
that uncovered key pathways in how
the brain controls food intake.

Educated
Tara Westover
9780099511021
Arrow/Vintage

€9.99 ______

This is a tale of ﬁerce family loyalty, and of
the grief that comes of severing one's
closest of ties. With the acute insight that
distinguishes all great writers, from her
singular experience Westover has crafted
a universal coming-of-age story that gets
to the heart of what an education is and
what it oﬀers.

Rise Up
Stormzy
9781529118513 €21.99 ____
Ebury

Never Grow Up
Jackie Chan
9781471177231 €15.99 ____
S&S
In Never Grow Up, the global superstar
reﬂects on his early life, including his
childhood years at the China Drama
Academy (in which he was enrolled at
the age of six), his big breaks (and setbacks) in Hong Kong and Hollywood,
his numerous brushes with death
(both on and oﬀ ﬁlm sets), and his life
as a husband and father.

*What Have the Irish Ever Done...
David Forsythe
9781782189046 €14.99 ____
Columba

In three years Stormzy has risen from one
of the most promising musicians of his
generation to a spokesperson for a
generation. Rise Up is the story of how he
got there. It’s a story about faith and the
ideas worth ﬁghting for. It’s about
knowing where you’re from, and where
you’re going. It’s about following your
dreams without compromising who you
are.

For centuries, the Irish have had an
impact on the world far beyond what
you would expect for a tiny nation on
the edge of Europe. In What have the
Irish ever done for us? we learn how
the Irish have revolutionised global
agriculture, brought water to Los
Angeles, split the atom, invented the
submarine and the tank, created
drinking chocolate, and many more
fascinating stories!

Ed Sheeran
Sean Smith
9780008267520 €15.99 ____
Harper Collins

New Silk Roads HB
Peter Frankopan
9781526607423
Bloomsbury

Bestselling biographer Sean Smith has
travelled to the quiet Suﬀolk backwater
that Ed still calls home. Seeing the
sunset over the famous `Castle on the
Hill' for himself, he follows in the
footsteps of Ed's amazing journey from
the boy who could barely hold a tune to
the man who sold out Wembley
Stadium.

€17.50 ____

When The Silk Roads was published in
2015, it became an instant classic. A
major reassessment of world history, it
compelled us to look at the past from a
diﬀerent perspective. The New Silk
Roads brings this story up to date,
addressing the present and future of a
world that is changing dramatically.

Beastie Boys
Horovitz & Diamon
9780571308040
€36.00 ____
Faber & Faber
With a style as distinctive and eclectic
as a Beastie Boys album, Beastie Boys
Book upends the typical music memoir.
Alongside the band narrative you will
ﬁnd rare photos, original illustrations, a
cookbook by chef Roy Choi, a graphic
novel, a map of Beastie Boys' New
York, mixtape playlists, pieces by guest
contributors, and many more surprises.

*Gratias: Little Book of Gratitude
John Quinn
9781847308603 €12.99 ____
Veritas

New Silk Roads TPB
Peter Frankopan
9781526608062 €14.99 ____
Bloomsbury

NON FICTION

*Harry Clarke & Artistic Visions
Griﬃth & Helmers
9781788550451 €29.95 ____
Merrion (IAP)

*Rory Gallagher
Julian Vignoles
9781848893504 €24.99
Collins Press

Calm the F**k Down
Sarah Knight
9781787476202 €14.99 ____
Quercus

*Burnout Solution
Siobhan Murray
9780717180943 €14.99 ____
Gill

Harry Clarke is an Irish artist of
international acclaim and no
consideration of the complexity of
Irish culture is complete without
examining his huge and vital
contribution. This beautifully designed
and fully illustrated book reveals how
Clarke responded to his commissions
and to his public, analysing works
produced at the height of his career in
the context of the quest for a cohesive
identity by the new Irish state.

Meticulously researched, this portrait is
the insightful biography that Rory
Gallagher deserves, as revelatory for his
legions of loyal fans as for curious rock
and blues enthusiasts.

The latest no-f**ks-given guide from
New York Times bestselling author of
the international sensation The
Life-Changing Magic of Not Giving a
F**k, Get Your Sh*t Together, and You
Do You

Best of A. A. Gilll
Adrian Gill
9781474607759 €11.50 ____
Weidenfeld

*Revolution and Civil War in Dublin
John Gibney
9781848893559 €27.99 ____
Collins Press

*The Burren
David Cabot
9780008183790 €40.00 ____
Harper Collins

*Money Doctor 2019
John Lowe
9780717183524 €12.99 ____
Gill

For over twenty years, people turned
to A. A. Gill's columns every Sunday for his fearlessness, his perception,
and the laughter-and-tear-provoking
one-liners - but mostly because he was
the best. This is the deﬁnitive
collection of a voice that was silenced
too early but that can still make us
look at the world in new and surprising
ways.

Lavishly illustrated, this book opens a
unique window into the realities of life in
Ireland's capital city from the end of the
First World War to the aftermath of the
Irish Civil War.

In this timely addition to the New
Naturalist Library, the authors examine
the ecology of the Burren, delving into
the history of its exploration. One of the
overriding concerns is the impact of
tourism, which has been accelerated
and stimulated by the promotion of the
Wild Atlantic Way in recent years.

Whether you buy this book every
year or you're just in need of a fresh
perspective on your ﬁnances, you
can trust The Money Doctor to give
independent, straight-talking advice.

The Luckiest Guy Alive
John Cooper Clarke
9781509896059 €15.99 ____
Macmillan

28-Day Vegan Plan
Kim Julie Hansen
9781509874934 €17.99 ____
Macmillan

Ten to Zen
Owen O’Kane
9781509893676
Macmillan

Punk. Poet. Pioneer. The Bard of
Salford's hugely anticipated new
collection of poetry, The Luckiest Guy
Alive, is his ﬁrst in over thirty years.
These are poems as scabrous, wry
and vivid as only John Cooper Clarke
could deliver. Inimitable and iconic,
this collection will be a complete joy
for lifelong fans and a whole new
generation.

The 28-Day Vegan Plan is a guide to
going vegan the healthy way. Food
writer and blogger Kim-Julie Hansen
oﬀers a practical and easy-to-follow
programme, laid out day by day with
incredible recipes, meal plans, shopping
lists and inspiration.

Ten to Zen uses a combination of four
therapeutic models - Mindfulness,
Cognitive Behavioural Therapy,
Psychotherapy and Eye Movement
Desensitization and Reprocessing
(EMDR) therapy - in a simple,
easy-to-follow programme.

Tom Kerridge’s Fresh Start
Tom Kerridge
9781472962805 €29.99 ____
Bloomsbury
This is about encouraging everyone
to cook from scratch rather than
turning to processed or pre-packaged
foods. With 100 fantastic recipes that
the whole household can enjoy, the
book will include healthier, homemade versions of popular fast food
and ready meals which will taste
better than the originals.

____

€12.50 ____

NON FICTION

Another Fine Mess
Tim Moore
9781787290235 €17.50 ____
Random
With his trademark blend of slapstick
humour, aﬀable insight and
butt-clenching peril, Tim Moore invites
us on an unforgettable road trip
through Trump's America. Buckle up!

Rituals for Every Day
Nadia Narain
9781786331571 €17.50
Cornerstone

____

Nadia and Katia have learned, through
years of practice, that simple rituals
can help you press the pause button on
the pace of modern life. In Rituals for
Every Day they share their
easy-to-follow advice, step by step.

Not That Bad
Roxane Gay
9781911630104 €15.99 ____
Atlantic

The Secret Surfer
Iain Gately
9781786693914 €9.99 ____
Head of Zeus

Edited and with an introduction by
Roxane Gay, the New York Times
bestselling and deeply beloved author
of Bad Feminist and Hunger, this
anthology of ﬁrst-person essays
tackles rape, assault, and harassment
head-on.

The Secret Surfer is an alternative travel
book; an exploration of an activity that
attracts loners, obsessives and
eccentrics; a lyrical evocation of places
in Cornwall, Galicia, Portugal, Andalucia,
Morocco and Ireland; and a rousing call
to all of us not to give up too soon.

Unexpected Joy of Being Single
Catherine Gray
9781912023813 €11.50 ____
Aster
The highly anticipated follow-up to
The Sunday Times bestseller The
Unexpected Joy of Being Sober.

The Power of Small
Aisling Curtin
9781473666993 €16.50 ____
Hodder
Rather than waiting for the big lifechanging moments, which more often than
not never happen, The Power of Small
proposes taking tiny steps as opportunities
to change your life, one decision at a time
- emphasising self-compassion as a means
to gently expand your comfort zone.

In Extremises
Lindsey Hilsum
9781784740931 €22.99 ____
Chatto & Windus
Written by fellow foreign correspondent
Lindsey Hilsum, this is the story of the
most daring war reporter of her age.
Drawing on unpublished diaries and
notebooks, and interviews with Marie's
friends, family and colleagues, In
Extremis is the story of our turbulent
age, and the life of a woman who deﬁed
convention.

Why Dylan Matters
Richard F. Thomas
9780008245467 €11.50 ____
Harper Collins
In Why Dylan Matters, Harvard Professor
Richard F. Thomas answers that question
with magisterial erudition. This witty,
personal volume is a distillation of
Thomas's famous course, and makes a
compelling case for moving Dylan out of
the rock n' roll Hall of Fame and into the
pantheon of Classical poets. You'll never
think about Bob Dylan in the same way
again.

*The Belfast Agreement
Irish Pages
9780993553271 €14.00 ____
Irish Pages

Why Women Have Better Sex Under..
Kristen Ghodsee
9781847925602 €14.99 ____
Bodley Head
Kristen R. Ghodsee's Why Women
Have Better Sex Under Socialism
explains why capitalism is uniquely
bad for women and shows that if we
adopt and update some ideas from
socialism, women's lives will be better
- at work, at home and even in the
bedroom.

Lyrics
Kate Bush
9780571350940 €15.99 ____
Faber & Faber
Selected and arranged by the author,
with an expansive introduction by the
novelist David Mitchell, How To Be
Invisible presents the lyrics of Kate
Bush for the ﬁrst time in a beautiful
cloth-bound Faber edition.

Bon: the Last Highway
Jesse Fink
9781785301940 €11.99 ____
Black & White
The death of Bon Scott is the Da Vinci
Code of rock. As the legend of the
man known around the world simply
as `Bon' has grown with each passing
year since his untimely death, AC/DC's
trailblazing frontman has become a
rock icon. But how much of it is true
and how much is myth?

NON FICTION

*The Republic of Elsewhere
Ciaran Carty
9781843516743 €16.00 ____
Lilliput Press
Margaret Atwood, Derek Walcott,
Seamus Heaney and Salman Rushdie
feature in this collection of over forty
interviews with award-winning
authors.; This is a genre-crossing
collection of interviews and essays
that recounts in intimate detail
encounters with many of the world's
foremost writers.

Any Road Will Take Us There
Noel Gallagher
9781788701518 €23.80 ____
Bonnier

Dictatorland
Paul Kenyon
9781784972141
Head of Zeus

This book covers such topics as Cork
City before December 1920, the Black
and Tans, Auxiliaries and K Company,
Republican Cork, a timeline of events
before the burning of Cork City, early
ﬁres and arson by crown forces in
Cork, the Kilmichael Ambush, the
Dillon's Cross Ambush, premises
destroyed, oﬃcial investigations into
the causes, compensation and
rebuilding

This book reveals the dark secrets of
Western greed and complicity with many
of the cruel dictaroships around the
world.

€17.99 ____

From Alaska to Argentina, Kentucky
to Mexico, New York City to Chile,
Berlin's world was wide. And the
writing here is, as we've come to
expect, dazzling. She describes the
places she lived and the people she
knew with all the style and wit and
heart and humour that readers fell
in love with in her stories.

€16.50 ____

Unﬂinchingly honest, Battle Scars is a
breathtaking account of Special Forces
soldiering: a chronicle of operational
bravery, and of superhuman courage on
and oﬀ the battleﬁeld.

*Cork Burning
Michael Lenihan
9781781176245 €19.99 ____
Mercier Press

Welcome Home
Lucia Berlin
9781509882342
Macmillan

Casualty of War
Jason Fox
9781787631175
Bantam

€11.50 ____

Hollywood Body Plan
David Higgins
9781472256997 €22.99 ____
Headline
David Higgins's Hollywood-tested
Hollywood Body Plan will transform
your everyday movement and treat the
aches and pains that have built up over
years of sedentary living. Once you
have regained control of your body, you
can live without stiﬀness and pain and
exercise without fear of injury.

*Crisis and Comeback
Michael Moynihan
9781848893566 €19.99 ____
Collins Press
Drawing on extensive interviews with
politicians, workers, writers and
industrialists, Michael Moynihan
weaves a sweeping tapestry of the city
at a critical juncture. In a rich narrative,
he tells the compelling story of how
Cork's eventual status as a high-tech
hub was won.

The Club
Jonathan Clegg
9781473699533 €17.85 ____
Hodder
Drawing on dozens of exclusive and
revelatory interviews from the Boardrooms - including Liverpool's John W.
Henry, Tottenham's Daniel Levy, Martin
Edwards and David Gill at Manchester
United, Arsene Wenger and Stan Kroenke
at Arsenal, Manchester City's sporting
director Txiki Begiristain, and many more
- this is the deﬁnitive bust and boom
account of how the Premier League
product took over the world.

Out of the Maze
Dr Spencer Johnson
9781785042119 €11.50 ____
Ebury

Beautiful Country Burn Again
Ben Fountain
9781786892003 €15.50 ____
Canongate

One Hundred Lyrics and a Poem
Neil Tennant
9780571348909 €15.99 ____
Faber & Faber

Who Moved My Cheese? oﬀered millions
of readers relief for an evergreen problem:
unanticipated and unwelcome change.
Now its long-awaited sequel digs deeper, to
show how readers can adapt their beliefs
and achieve better results in any ﬁeld.

As Ben Fountain sees it, the United
States is facing its third existential crisis.
The ﬁrst was the struggle over slavery,
culminating in the Civil War. The second
was the Great Depression, the worst
economic downturn in the history of
the industrialised world, which brought
about the New Deal. The third, is
Donald Trump. But how will it end?

Flamboyant, understated,
celebratory and elegiac, Neil
Tennant's lyrics are a document of
our times.

NON FICTION

That Sense of Wonder
Francesco Dimitri
9781786699893 €20.99 ____
Head of Zeus

Grand Tour Presents....
Grand Tour
9780008257880 €21.99 ____
Harper Collins

By exploring the nature of wonder in
many areas of human experience - in
religion and spirituality; in myth and
folk tales, in modern science and
technology - Dimitri sets out to show
how we can reclaim our sense of
wonder

In this lavishly tooled book you will
ﬁnd a rich and satisfying collection of
motor-related informations from the
origins of Porsche and the fate of Lada
to the dark history of the Wankel
engine and the correct name for those
weird little hairs on new tyres.

*Maamtrasna Murders Language...
Margaret Kelleher
9781910820421 €20.00 ____
UCD Press
The Maamtrasna Murders moves
Maamtrasna's violation of human rights
from a local to a global stage. While the
wrongful execution of monolingual
Myles Joyce would prove to be the
best-known feature of the case, the
complex signiﬁcance of language-use in
an isolated region mirrors the dynamics
that continue to inﬂuence the fates of
monolingual and bilingual people today.

Fortnite Battle Royale
Carlton
9781787392137 €10.70 ____
Carlton
Your essential guide to Fortnite, the
biggest game of the year, combining info on Battle Royale and Save
the World modes into the ultimate
one-stop winner's manual.

Mohamed Salah Ultimate Fan Book
Adrian Besley
9781787392106 €9.50 ____
Carlton
Mohamed Salah: The Ultimate Fan
Book takes you into the Egyptian
football superstar's world like no other
book. Written in a lively style and ﬁlled
with fun features, thrilling photographs
and enlightening quotes, this book
celebrates his greatest moments and
most famous goals that have made him
one of the world's most watchable
superstars.

Simple Acts to Change the World
Amy Neumann
9781507208960 €11.50 ____
F&W Media
From joining a volunteer organization
for a global cause you're passionate
about, to running for your local school
committee to make change within your
community, or even speaking out on
social media as a quick reminder that
your voice matters, Simple Acts to
Change the World shows you practical
strategies to get actively involved every
day and take matters in your own
hands.

Statin Nation
Dr Malcolm Kendrick
9781786068255 €10.50 ____
John Blake

Work Like a Woman
Mary Portas
9780593079997 €14.99 ____
Bantam

Roblox Master Gamer’s Guide
Carlton
9781787392120 €10.70 ____
Carlton

A well-known statin sceptic and author
returns to the diet-heart cholesterol
battleﬁeld to warn that we are all being
conned. The entire 'cholesterol
hypothesis' was described many years ago
as 'the greatest scam in the history of
medicine' by one of the key players
involved in setting up the hugely
inﬂuential Framingham Study.

Work Like a Woman is a bold manifesto
about why the way we work now is in
desperate need of change, how you can
campaign to help make this happen and
why we will all - men and women proﬁt from this. Examining practical
issues, including ﬂexible working and
equal pay, and also cultural ones - such
as gender bias - Mary will argue for a
revolution in the way we work.

There is a world of content to
explore in Roblox, and Carlton's
brand-new Master Gamer's Guide
has everything you need to ﬁnd,
beat and even create the best
games.

*TAB 2019 Guide to Maney Pensions...
Sandra Gannon
9781999937010 €9.99 ____
TAB GUIDE

Man on the Moon
Andrew Chaikin
9780241363843 €19.50 ____
Hamish Hamilton
A Man on the Moon is the deﬁnitive
account of the heroic Apollo
programme: from the tragedy of the
ﬁre in Apollo 1 during a simulated
launch, through the euphoria of the
ﬁrst moonwalk, to the discoveries
made by the ﬁrst scientist in space
aboard Apollo 17.

*Wicked Wit of Ireland
Myles Byrne
9781789290233 €11.90 ____
O’Mara Books
This collection combines a pinch of
traditional Irish humour, from
shamrocks to limericks, and blarney
stones to drinking stories, mixed with
distinctly modern one-liners, quips
and quotes from the best of the
current crop of humorists, along with
sections on the Irish mammy, literary
feuds and putdowns and epitaphs.

NON FICTION

SHRINK
Philippe Tahon
9781912023868 €11.50 ____
Aster
Philippe's holistic technique gives you
back your conﬁdence, allows you to
retake control and enjoy food guiltfree. The simple beauty of this hugely
successful programme is that it allows
you to 'think like a shrink' and have
the body you really want - for life.

The Wonderful World of Ladybird Books
Jason Hazeley
9780241364048 €21.99 ____
Hamish Hamilton
Here is an enormous collection of
helpful guides to everything from
worryingly high cholesterol to
worryingly high mortgages - from
teenagers you can't understand to
prizewinning novels you can't
understand - all presented simply and
colourfully, in a way that even the most
jaded, exhausted, baﬄed grown-up can
enjoy.

Five Go Feasting
Josh Sutton
9781841883304
Sesven Dials

€11.90_____

Now you can revisit Julian, Dick,
Anne, George and Timmy's
favourite food and drink with these
80 recipes faithful to the books,
accompanied by familiar
illustrations and quotes from the
stories.

*Irish Gothic Fairy Stories
Steve Lally
9780750986984 €19.05 ____
History Press Ireland

Lights Camera Magic
Ian Nathan
9780008294403 €15.99 ____
Harper Collins

The 5AM Club
Robin Sharma
9780008312831 €14.50 ____
Harper Collins

Steve Lally and Paula Flynn have compiled
this magniﬁcent collection of fairy tales
from each county in Ireland. This book is a
contemporary take on some classic stories
and will be enjoyed for generations to
come.

Return to the Wizarding World and
discover how director David Yates
and producer David Heyman
brought the thrilling next chapter of
J.K. Rowling's Fantastic Beasts story
to the big screen.

Part manifesto for mastery, part
playbook for genius-grade
productivity and part companion for
a life lived beautifully, The 5am Club
is a work that will transform your life.
Forever.

The Penguin Classics Book
Henry Eliot
9780241320853 €35.99 ____
Hamish Hamilton

Inside Black Mirror
Charlie Brooker
9781529102581
Ebury

Shakkespeare’s Sonnets Retold
William Shakespeare
9780753553138
€11.50_____
Virgin Publishing

THE PENGUIN CLASSICS BOOK is a reader's
companion to the largest library of classic
literature in the world. Spanning 4,000 years
from the legends of Ancient Mesopotamia
to the poetry of the First World War, with
Greek tragedies, Icelandic sagas, Japanese
epics and much more in between, it
encompasses 500 authors and 1,200 books,
bringing these to life with lively desciptions,
literary connections and beautiful cover
designs.

Drawing Europe Together
Alex Scheﬄer
9781529010879
€15.50_____
Macmillan
Inspired by the Drawing (for) Europe
exhibition which took place at the Institut
Francais in London in 2018, Drawing
Europe Together showcases all the original
artwork from the exhibition as well as
never-before-seen illustrations from
additional leading artists.

€22.99_____

This ﬁrst oﬃcial book logs the
entire Black Mirror journey, from its
origins in creator Charlie Brooker's
mind to its current status as one of
the biggest cult TV shows to
emerge from the UK.

Me. You. Not A Diary
Dawn French
9780241373705 €9.99 ____
Hamish Hamilton
This is Dawn French's fabulously inventive
take on modern life - the twists and turns,
the surprises, the hurts and the delights.
Yes, especially those. It's a way for readers
to take a lovely ramble through the year
together with Dawn. Think of it as Dawn's
diary, with places for the reader to
personalize the book with their own
thoughts and experiences . . . perfection.

James Anthony has done something
boldly diﬀerent.
He has rewritten the whole series of
poems as sonnets using modern
language, while retaining the rhythm
and rhyme patterns that gives them
such power. In doing so he breathes
new life into the original poems and
opens them up for a modern
readership

Darwins Most Wonderful Plants
Ken Thompson
9781788160285
€13.10_____
Proﬁle
This is a much needed book that
re-establishes Darwin as a
pioneering botanist, whose close
observations of plants were crucial
to his theories of evolution.

NON FICTION

Inﬁnite Wonder
Scott Kelly
9780857524775
Transworld

€22.99_____

The ﬁrst photo book by the Nasa
astronaut Scott Kelly, who spent a
record-breaking Year in Space. This is
an awe-inspiring collection of the
photos Scott took himself while on
board the International Space Station,
many of which have never been seen
before.

Wine Reads
Jay McInerney
9781611856279
Atlantic

€17.99______

In this richly literary anthology, Jay
McInerney - bestselling novelist and
acclaimed wine columnist for Town
& Country, the Wall Street Journal
and House and Garden - selects
over twenty pieces of memorable
ﬁction and nonﬁction about the
making, selling and, of course,
drinking of ﬁne wine.

Ladbaby
Mark Hoyle
9781787630161
Bantam

€15.50_____

With full colour photos to accompany
every hack, Parenting for GBP1 is the
ultimate money-saving guide for
parents and parents-to-be, promising
to steer you through the early years
without completely emptying your
wallet.

Nothing Is Real
David Hepworth
9781787630079
Bantam

€17.85_____

As Pope John Paul II said `of all the
unimportant things, football is the
most important'. David Hepworth
believes the same to be true of
music and this selection of his best
writing, covering the music of last
ﬁfty years, shows you precisely why.

American Overdose
Chris McGreal
9781783351688
€14.50______
Guardian

The Breakthrough
Charles Graeber
9781911344865
Scribe

One hundred and ﬁfty Americans are
killed each day by the opioid epidemic,
described by a former head of the Food
and Drug Administration as 'one of the
greatest mistakes of modern medicine'.
But as Chris McGreal reveals in American
Overdose, it was an avoidable tragedy
driven by bad science, corporate greed
and a corrupted medical system.

Discover cancer's secret weakness
and how a new generation of
scientists ﬁnally cracked the code to
ﬁght - and cure - the disease.

Running Free
Robin Knox-Johnson
9781471177637
€15.99_____
S&S

Library of Ice
Nancy Campbell
9781471169311
S&S

Knox-Johnston's insatiable appetite for
life and adventure shines through
these pages, making this book a must
for all sailing enthusiasts, readers of
books by Ranulph Fiennes and Chris
Bonington, or for anyone who has felt
that the time for putting up your feet
can always be put back to another
day.

The Library of Ice is a fascinating
and beautifully rendered evocation
of the interplay of people and their
environment on a fragile planet,
and of a writer's quest to deﬁne the
value of her work in a disappearing
landscape.

€15.99_____

Slowhand
Philip Norman
9781474606561
Weidenfeld

€20.20_____

€17.50_____

The Life and Music of Eric Clapton.

Tour According to G
Geraint
9781787479029
€17.85_____
Quercus
With insight from the key characters
around Geraint, this is the inside
story of one of the most thrilling and
heart-warming tales in sport.
Not only can nice guys come ﬁrst they can win the biggest prize of all.

The Little Book of Snow
Sally Coulthard
9781788545792
€11.50_____
Head of Zeus
Packed with fascinating insights,
outdoor fun, cultural lore and
traditional wisdom, The Little Book of
Snow delves into the history, science,
literary and cultural heritage that
surrounds snow, frost and ice - the
perfect book for anyone who loves
that feeling when you open the
curtains in the morning and ﬁnd the
world has turned to white...

Oneness With All Life
Eckhart Tolle
9780241373828
€10.70____
Hamish Hamilton
Companion to A New Earth which
rocketed to New York Times number
one when Oprah Winfrey
announced it was one of her Book
Club Picks. Oneness with All Life is a
portable collection of the very best
inspiring passages from A New
Earth. Eckhart Tolle has picked the
essential phrases - the gems of the
book - that he feels are most
important to readers.

NON FICTION

The World Cup of Everything
Richard Osman
9781473667273
€10.70_____
Hodder
With new competitions such as The
World Cup of British Sitcoms,
Christmas Songs, Animals, British
Bands and so on, as well as some of
the favourites that have already had
the country talking: Chocolate and
Crisps among them, Richard will oﬀer
commentary, share funny, quirky
pieces of trivia and stand-up style
entries about each of the contenders.

How Not to Die Cookbook
Greger & Stone
9781529010817
€17.99 _____
Macmillan
Featuring over 100 easy-to-follow,
beautifully photographed plantbased recipes, with plenty of recipes
suitable for vegetarians and vegans,
the How Not To Die Cookbook
merges cutting-edge science with
everyday ingredients from the
supermarket to help you and your
family eat your way to better health
and a longer life.

Crann na Teanga
Cathal O’Searcaigh
9780993553240
Irish Page

€25.00 _____

The Little Book of Man City
David Clayton
9781787391925
€7.15______
Carlton

The Clean Plate
Gwyneth Paltrow
9780751575286
Warner

The Little Book of Man City is bursting
with wit and wisdom of the great
characters associated with the club.

Full of go-to recipes and revitalising
health tips, THE CLEAN PLATE is
exactly the standout cookbook we
have been waiting for, from the
biggest name in clean eating.

An Unexplained Death
Mikita Brottman
9781786892652
€15.50 ______
Canongate

Blood on the Page
Thomas Harding
9780099510925
Arrow/Vintage

€28.99_____

€10.70 ______

In June 2006, police were called to
number 9 Downshire Hill in Hampstead.
The True Story of a Body at the
The owner of the house, Allan Chappelow,
Belvedere.
was an award-winning photographer and
Utterly absorbing and unnerving, An
biographer, and a notorious recluse, who
Unexplained Death will lead you down the had not been seen for several weeks.
dark and winding corridors of the
Inside the darkened house, oﬃcers found
Belvedere and into the deadly impulses
piles of rubbish, trees growing through the
and obsessions of the human heart.
ﬂoor, and, in what was once the living
room, the body of Chappelow, battered to
death, partially burned and buried under
four feet of paper.

Chronicles of a Liquid Society
Umberto Eco
9781784705206
€13.10 ____
Vintage
Umberto Eco was an international
cultural superstar. A celebrated
essayist as well as novelist, in this,
his last collection, he explores many
aspects of the modern world with
irrepressible curiosity and wisdom
written in his uniquely ironic voice.

*Working Lives
Marie-Louise O’Donnell
9781847308344
€20.00 _____
Veritas

Hariy Bikers’ Classics
Hairy Bikers
9781409171959
€28.99____
Orion
With their unique blend of tasty
recipes, cheeky humour and
irresistible enthusiasm, the Hairy
Bikers have become Britain's
favourite food heroes.

Death Row
Michelle Lyons
9781788701495
Bonnier

€9.99 _____

As a reporter and then spokesperson
for the Texas Department of Criminal
Justice, Michelle was a frequent
visitor to Huntsville's Walls Unit,
where she recorded the ﬁnal
moments of death row inmates' lives
before they were put to death by the
state.

Over the Backyard Wall
Thomas Kilroy
9781843517498
€15.00 _____
Lilliput Press
Over the Backyard Wall describes a
coming of age embodied by escape,
self-discovery and a struggle to contend
with the rigid culture of a small Irish
town in Co.Kilkenny during WWII, with
parents representing both sides of the
civil war conﬂict of the 1920s.; He describes encounters with fellow Kilkenny
artists Tony O'Malley and Hubert Butler,
and writers such as Carson McCullers
during his tour of the southern US
states in the 1950s.

NON FICTION

Eddie Jones
Mike Coleman
9781760528379
Murdoch

€20.99 _____

The ﬁrst biography of the enigmatic
coach who has completely
transformed the England rugby
team

The Messenger
Shiv Malik
9781783350452
Guardian

€14.50 _____

The Messenger is about the unlikely
friendship between two men looking
to change the world - a repentant
jihadist and a journalist.

The Mechanic
Marc ‘Elvis’ Priestly
9781787290433
Random

€11.90 _____

Join McLaren's former number-one
mechanic, Marc 'Elvis' Priestley as
he tours the world, revealing some
of Formula One's most outrageous
secrets and the ﬁercest rivalries, all
fuelled by the determination to
win.

Prairie Fires
Caroline Fraser
9780708898673
Futura

€11.99 _____

Oﬀering fresh insight and new
discoveries about Wilder's life and
times, Prairie Fires reveals the
complex woman who deﬁned the
American pioneer character, and
whose artful blend of fact and ﬁction
grips us to this day.

*Stillorgan on Old Photographs
Hugh Oram
9780750987028
€16.99 _____
History Press Ireland

Who Do the English Think They Are?
Derek Taylor
9780750989152
€13.10 _____
Macmillan

*Limerick: The Irish Revolution 1912-23
John O’Callaghan
9781846827426
€19.95 ______
Four Courts Press

The Shattered Lens
Jonathan Alpeyrie
9781501146534
S&S

Stillorgan is a vibrant and much
loved suburb of South Dublin, and
one of the most well-known areas of
the city. Its long history is explored
here by local historian and author
Hugh Oram through an extensive
collection of the images which have
shaped Stillorgan's development.

The English are often confused about who
they are. They say `British' when they
mean `English', and `English' when they
should say `British.' But when England,
more than the rest of the UK, voted to
leave the EU, polls showed national
identity was a big concern. So it's time the
English sorted out in their minds what it
means to be English.

Limerick was a key social, political and
military battleground during the Irish
revolution of 1912-23. By examining a
wide range of contemporary sources,
O'Callaghan reveals what life was like for
people from all sectors of Limerick
society during these turbulent years.

In this "gripping and personal view of
war" (Andy McNab, author of Bravo
Two Zero), a celebrated photographer
crafts a powerful memoir about his
experiences in some of the world's
most dangerous, war-torn areas-and
his terrifying capture by Syrian rebels
in 2013.

Dukan Diet
Pierre Dukan
9781473698086
Hodder

80/20 Lifestyle Plan
Daniel Wheeler
9781788701372
€15.99 _____
Bonnier

*Premium is the New Black
Alan O’Neill
9781786050663
€15.00 _____
Orpen Press

*Life in the Trees
Declan Murphy
9781843517504
Lilliput Press

€12.00 _____

This unique and personal account
of a family of woodpeckers raising
their young brings the reader deep
into the world of this fascinating
species: a world of hope, love,
death, new life and ultimately success.

€17.85 _____

With absolutely no calorie counting,
this is a diet like no other. Including
easy-to-follow guidelines, realistic meal
plans and delicious recipes, it couldn't
be easier to lose weight, feel good and
achieve long-term success.

€12.50 _____

NON FICTION

*Irish Racing Post Annual 2019
Nick Pulford
9781910497746
€15.50 _____
Racing Post

CHILDRENS

The Afterwards

Happy Christmas Pigin

A.F. Harrold

Untitled Walliams 11 TPB

Untitled Walliams 11 HB

David Walliams

David Walliams

9780008297244 €14.50 ____

9780008164690

Harper Collins

Harper Collins

Fact: Ember and Ness are best friends.

The 11th novel from number one

Hardback edition.

There's nothing more to say about it.

This follow-up to the No 1

It is what it is. It is what will always be.

bestselling picture book Pigín of

Then Ness dies. It is sudden and

Howth is an inspiration for

unexpected and leaves Ember

grandparents and grandchildren

completely empty. How can this be?

everywhere!

€15.99

9781408894316 €15.50 ____

____

best-selling children's author David
Walliams.
Caution: may make you laugh your

Bloomsbury

Watkins & Suggs
9780717183807 €14.99 ____
Gill

A powerful, poignant, darkly comic

head off!

and deeply moving story about friendship at its most extraordinary.

Nevermoore: Wundersmith
Jessica Townsend
9781510104440 €14.99 _____
Orion Childrens

The Accidental Adventures of Onion
O’Brien
Jason Byrne
9780717178964 €12.99

____

Gill

Morrigan Crow's adventures in the

The deadly children's debut from Jason

magical world of Nevermoor continue

Byrne! Meet Onion O'Brien. He's an

. . . The most anticipated sequel of

ordinary kid growing up in the suburbs

the year - a treat for all fans of magic

where nothing ever happens.

and 'wunder'.

Except when it does, it always happens
to him. Inspired by Jason Byrne's own

Watership Down

Watership Dowm HB Picture Bk

David Parkins

Macmillan children’s Books

9780141378947

€7.99 _____

€14.50 _____

9781509881635

Penguin

Macmillan

One of the best-loved children's

Follow the journey of some very

classics of all time, this is the
complete story of Watership Down
with a tie-in cover from the new

special rabbits in this gorgeous
gift storybook edition of the TV
mini series of Watership Down.

4-part BBC/Netflix animation.

accident-prone suburban childhood,
this is set to be one of the most exciting
debuts in children's books this year.

My Jungle Story

Grinch Movie Novelisation

Brown watson

9780008288303 €7.15_______

9780709725961 €2.99 ______

Harper Colins

Brown Watson

Lego (R) Movie 2 (TM)
Helen Murray
9780241360453

€8.99 _______

Hamish Hamilton

Lego (R) Movie 2 (TM) Ultimate
Sticker Book
DK
9780241360460

€8.99 ______

Hamish Hamilton

Fast paced, easy to read novelisation

Discover everything there is to know

THE LEGO MOVIE 2 Ultimate

of the new movie based on Dr.

about THE LEGO (R) MOVIE 2 (TM)

Sticker Collection features

Seuss's 1957 classic, How The Grinch

with this totally awesome guide to all

stickers of all the latest LEGO

Stole Christmas.

the characters, vehicles and locations.

MOVIE 2 sets and minifigures, and
is full of exciting facts and images
of the heroes, villains, locations
and vehicles.

CHILDRENS

Hunger Games 10th Anniversary
Suzanne Collins
9781407188935

€8.99 _______

Scholastic

Mockingjay 10th Annicersary

Catching Fire 10th Anniversary

Mary Poppins Illustrated Gift Ed.

Suzannne Collins

Suzanne Collins

P.L. Travers

9781407188928

€8.99 ______

9781407188911

€8.99 ______

Scholastic

Scholastic

The First Noel

Shari Last

Jan Pienkowski

9780241347843

€8.99 _____

Hamish Hamilton

9781406383317

Ben Miller
9781471171536
€8.99 _____

Walker

Marvel Spider-Man: Into the
Spider-Verse The Official Guide will
cover all of the movie's memorable
characters, plus key locations,
themes and fun facts from the movie
in DK's lively and informative
non-fiction style.

€14.50 _____

S&S

the story of the Nativity in five
exquisite cut-paper silhouettes. Each
delicate scene is beautifully decorated
with red, white and gold, and brings
the Christmas story of the Angel
Gabriel, Baby Jesus, the Shepherds
and the Three Wise Men to life.

the making from actor and comedian
Ben Miller with beautiful
illustrations throughout from

Harper Collins

form.

prove once and for all that Father
Christmas really does exist!

Grandpa’s Great Escape Limited Gift Ed The Grinch Movie Sticker Book
9780008288266
€15.99 _______

Jon Klassen for the smallest hands! The
very first HAT book in board book

Terrazzini, that will remind everyone

David Walliams
9780008288327

€7.99 ______

of the true spirit of Christmas and

Boy in the Dress: Limited Gift Ed
€15.99______

9781406387797

emerging talent Daniela Jaglenka

David Walliams
9780008288341

I Want My Hat Back BB
Jon Klassen
Walker

Get ready for a Christmas classic in

This enchanting Christmas gift tells

€21.99 ______

Harper Collins

The Night I Met Father Christmas
Marvel Spider-Man: Into the ....

9780008289362

€8.99 _______

Harper Collins

Dog Diaries: Happy Howlidays
James Patterson
9781529119589

€7.15 ______

Ebury

Harper Collins
This bumper sticker activity book is
stuffed with Grinchy things to make
and do, as well as tonnes of official
images from the new animated
movie.

In this follow-up to the hilarious
illustrated novel Dog Diaries, Junior
has been in the dog house after giving
in to his doggy urges when Mom-Lady
turned her back and left him alone
with the freshly cooked Thanksgiving
turkey.

CHILDRENS

Everless: Evermore Bk 2

We’re Going on a Bear Hunt

Sara Holland

9781406384512

9781408349526

€9.55 ______

€7.15 _______

Jules confronts the girl who is both her
highly anticipated sequel to the Top
Ten Bestseller Everless.

Our Jacko
Sir Michael Morpurgo

9781406381269

Walker

Orchard
oldest friend and greatest enemy in the

A World of Discovery
James Brown
€15.99 ______

9781406366136

€9.99 _______

Walker

Walker
A deeply personal and tender story

Featuring artwork from the animated

A stunning collection of the world's

special, this fun-filled guide to all

most important discoveries for all

things Christmas is packed with craft

the family to enjoy.

of war, peace and those who are left
behind. One hundred years after the

activities, recipes and stickers galore.

war to end all wars, Jacko’s
descendants discover his notebook
and the untold stories tucked in its
pages.

Unicorns

Mermaids Sticker Book

Hannah Watson

Fiona Watson

9781474950930

€7.15 ______

9781474956727

€9.55 _______

Usborne

Usborne
This beautifully illustrated book
contains eleven charming scenes to
complete with transfers, and even
more pages to colour in. There are
over 1000 transfers provided to
embellish the gorgeously illustrated
pages.

The First Christmas Jumper

Disney: Where’s Mickey?

Tubridy & Judge

Walt Disney Co. Ltd.

9781406388732

€8.99 ______

9781787413573

Walker

Bonnier

€11.50 _____

A magical activity book with lots of

The story of the very first Christmas

Perfect for Disney fans young and old,

scenes to decorate and fill with

jumper and the multi-coloured sheep

this unique search-and-find book is a

mermaids. With over 250 stickers of

that started it all!

great way to celebrate the 90th

mermaids, sea creatures, plants and

With back-chatting sheep, a jelly-baby

birthday of a global icon.

flowers, including 80 extra-special

obsessed farmer and a choir of Elvish

sparkly stickers to decorate the pages.

Presley singing elves, this is a truly wild,
laugh out loud adventure all about the
creation of the very FIRST Christmas
jumper.

Nerdiest Wimpiest Dorkiest I Funniest..
GamesMaster Presents: Cool Builds

Snow Penguin

James Patterson

9781338325324

Tony Mitton

9781784754051

€7.99 ______

vintage

The Wishing Chair Collection
Enid Blyton

Scholastic

9781408862964

Perfect for players of all ages who

Bloomsbury

want to improve their crafting skills,

Told in rhyming couplets, this feel-good feeling like he’s reached the top – he
has his own smash hit TV show and he’s
book is perfect for bedtimes and

Be whisked away by Enid Blyton, one

cuddle-up times. From bestselling

not one but THREE magical

this book will take you all the way
from crafting your first shelter, to
putting the finishing touches to your
very own mega-build masterclasses.
Includes full-colour images and
step-by-step instructions for 50 cool
Minecraft builds.

€8.35

€8.20 _____

author Tony Mitton, and beautifully
illustrated by Alison Brown.

Comedian Jamie Grimm can’t help

won a national funny-kid competition.
But now he’s taking his fame and
fortune to international levels by

competing in the upcoming world kid
comic contest! Will Jamie prove that
he’s the funniest kid on earth – or does
he stand (or sit!) to lose his crown?

9781405289542

€11.50 _____

Egmont

of the world's best storytellers, on
Wishing-Chair adventures in this
illustrated Wishing-Chair collection!

CHILDRENS

Girls of Paper and Fire

Watership Down Colouring Book

Natasha Ngan

9781509899777

9781473692190

€16.50 ______

€11.90 ______

Macmillan

The Grinch Movie Colouring Book

The Crimes of Grindlewald Movie

9780008288259

Magic

€4.75 _______

Harper Collins

9780241367018

Hodder

€22.99 ______

Hamish Hamilton

Memoirs of a Geisha meets The

Colour in some very special rabbits in

Grab your pencils and get colouring

An official tie in to the new Fantastic

Selection in this stunning YA

this gorgeous colouring book inspired

with everyone’s favourite grumpy,

Beasts movie, which takes readers

fantasy novel. Perfect for fans of

by the animation of Richard Adams'

green Dr. Seuss creation – the Grinch!

behind the scenes of J.K. Rowling's

Renée Ahdieh, Laini Taylor and

Watership Down.

wizarding world film.

Sabaa Tahir.

Lego (R) Movie 2 (TM) Emmet to .....

Lego (R) Movie 2 (TM) Awesome Hero..

DK

Snowboy and the Last Tree Standing

On the Night of the Shooting Star

DK

Hiawyn Oram

Amy Hest

9780241360477

€5.95 _____

Hamish Hamilton

9780241360491

€5.95 _______

Hamish Hamilton

9781406373523

€9.55 ______

Exciting images, simple vocabulary,

From the illustrator of Oliver and

and a fun quiz will engage young

Frances Dean Who Loved to Dance

readers and help them build

and Dance, and highly acclaimed

confidence in reading. Combining

author, Hiawyn Oram, comes a

DK's four-level reading scheme with

9781406379372

€9.55 _____

Walker

Walker

A charming picture book about
loneliness and making friends from a
bestselling author and illustrator.

poignant eco-conscious story, and a

the popular THE LEGO MOVIE 2

vivid portrayal of a child's

theme, THE LEGO MOVIE 2 Reader

imaginative play.

is at Level 1 and will help children
learn to read-and to love reading.

Harry Potter - Hogwarts Movie ...

Princess Snowbelle and the Snow Gam...

Princess Snowbelle’s Dressing Up...

Princess Snowbelle and Friends

Warner Bros

Libby Frost

Libby Frost

Libby Frost

9781526605412

€17.85 _____

Bloomsbury
Destined to be a must-have
collectable for fans of Harry
Potter, Hogwarts: A Movie
Scrapbook also comes packed with
interactive inserts.

9781408896853

€8.35 ______

Bloomsbury

9781408899144

€5.95 _____

9781408899120

€5.95 ______

Bloomsbury

Bloomsbury

An uplifting and charming tale of

With over 200 stickers to choose

Activities include: connect the

teamwork and friendship in a winter

from, get ready for the many

dots, spot the differences, discover

wonderland.

adventures you can have in the

the secret message, colour in

magical world of Frostovia!

scenes, create words, sticker
activities, mazes, counting,
drawing, writing, and so much more!

CHILDRENS

Twinkly Twinkly Christmas Tree

Peep Inside a Fairy Tale Snow Queen

Sam Taplin

Anna Milbourne

9781474952606

€15.50 _____

Usborne
This beautifully illustrated board book
has lots of electric lights inside it for
little children to discover. Mouse has
no Christmas lights so she sets out
with her friend Mole to find some in
the snowy forest. As the story unfolds
and there are more and more lights,
until Mouse finds a stunning

9781474942980

€11.90 ______

Usborne
Bring the magical story of the Snow
Queen to life with this stunning peep
inside book. Scenes include flowery
gardens, spooky forests the Snow
Queen's icy palace, with delicate cutaways and holes to peep through creating a magical filigree effec

Roar with Zog

Hopscotch and the Christmas Tree

Julia Donaldson

Katy Seagrove
€14.50 _____

Scholastic
From the bestselling author and
illustrator of THE GRUFFALO,
STICK MAN and ZOG comes this
fabulous interactive sound book. Help
Zog learn his lessons at dragon school
by using his star as a detachable wand.
Hover the wand over the star symbol
on each page to activate a different
sound on every spread so children can
roar, fly and cheer along with Zog.

Illustrated World of Mortal Engines
Philip Reeve

9780571339297

9781910265451

€8.30 _____

Tiny Tree
It's almost Christmas, so Hopscotch
and friends decide to put up their
tree. But when their old one falls
apart, no one can agree how the new
one should look. Big, or small, fat or
thin? Can the friends work together to
find a new one?

€7.99 ______

Faber & Faber
The story of a father and his son who
live by themselves in a cosy cabin in the
woods. But, one day they are separated out in the beautifully falling
snow. The boy is lost and falls asleep.
When he wakes up he is surrounded by
blinking eyes, a rabbit, a fox, an owl
and all manner of other creatures have
surrounded him!

Christmas tree at the end.

9781407192062

Once Upon a Snowstorm
Richard Johnson

9781407186788

€21.99 ______

Scholastic
This definitive companion guide
includes detailed maps, fascinating
character profiles, and stunning
colour illustrations from incredible
artists, including Ian McQue, David
Wyatt, Aedel Fakhrie, Maxime Plasse,
Rob Turpin, Philip Varbano and Amir
Zand. MORTAL ENGINES is soon
to be a major motion picture.

